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Manipulated Sounds
Intermediate

Introduction
This teacher’s pack introduces the intermediate section of the ‘Manipulated Sounds’ project.
Building on the learning outcomes met in the Beginners’ Project, this project will introduce
further aspects of Acousmatic Music. Central themes of this project are sound
transformations, the use of filters, and composing with textures and gestures.
As in the Beginners’ Project, the learning outcomes have been mapped to the three aims
outlined in the National Curriculum for England. Each of the units and additional learning
activities have been related to these aims:
Aim 1:
“perform, listen to, review and evaluate music across a range of
historical periods, genres, styles and traditions, including the works of
the great composers and musicians.”
Aim 2:
“learn to sing and to use their voices, to create and compose music on
their own and with others, have the opportunity to learn a musical
instrument, use technology appropriately and have the opportunity to
progress to the next level of musical excellence.”
Aim 3:
“understand and explore how music is created, produced and
communicated, including through the inter-related dimensions:
pitch, duration, dynamics, tempo, timbre, texture, structure and
appropriate musical notation.”
(Source: Department for Education “Music Programme of Study: key
stage 3”, available from: http://tinyurl.com/mlj6vmj [accessed
17/02/14])
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Standard Resources

Standard Prerequisites

If not stated differently, each project will
require the standard resources, which are:
The website.
Computers connected to the Internet and
installed with Compose with Sounds.
Headphones and headphone splitters
(depending on how many computers are
available to your students).

The following prerequisites are expected
when completing this intermediate project:
Basic knowledge of Compose with
Sounds.
Basic knowledge gained in the Beginners’
Project.

Summary
The project starts by training the pupils to listen to sounds in different ways. They will be
introduced to contextual and musical listening. Contextual listening implies that you will listen
to the sound source and the context in which the sound occurs; musical listening focuses on
the properties of the sound. Following this, a guided listening project will foster these new
skills further. Here, the pupils will be introduced to sound transformations and will look at the
application of filters to sounds. Towards the end of the project, composition techniques (such
as working with textures or gestures) will be discussed, which will lead into a final
composition task.

Assessment
For each unit within this project, the website offers multiple choice quizzes to test the
knowledge of the pupils and allow them to progress. For each correct answer, the pupils will
collect points and after a certain amount of points, they will be awarded different types of
badges which can be stored on the pupils’ profiles.
Wherever possible, an alternative route of assessment is suggested following the framework
‘Assessment for Learning’. You are also welcome to use your own ideas for assessment.
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Skills
Beyond the knowledge provided within this project, pupils will acquire the following skills:

Subject skills

Generic skills

Music
Composing
a
piece:
Selecting,
manipulating and organising sound using
the program Compose with Sounds.
Applying filters to sound.
Composing a texture.
Composing a gesture.

Listening and responding to:
Sounds and manipulation techniques.
Compositions and sound examples
provided in the project.

Listening
Applying musical and contextual listening
to sounds where appropriate.
Recognising textures and gestures within
pieces.

Reflecting and articulating
Reflecting critically on individuals’ own
creative output.
Reflecting on their own choices.

ICT
Using different types of sound
manipulation within the program
Compose with Sounds.

Sharing and collaborating
Peer-review within the classroom.

Connecting and creating
Connecting the learning outcomes from
previous project to the current project.
Creating a piece of music on the
guidelines provided in this project.
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Outline of the pack
Unit 1: Modes of Listening
Direct Link: http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/manipulated-intermediate/1/
This module introduces and trains two different ways of listening:
contextual listening, listening for the source and cause of a sound,
and musical listening, listening to the musical properties of a
sound.

Unit 2: Guided Listening: “Basketball Glitch”
Direct Link: http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/manipulated-intermediate/2/
The listening room introduces a piece of music featuring the
sounds of a basketball game. The piece meanders from
recognisable sounds, to sounds that feature musical listening. Both
listening modes, which have been acquired in the first unit, can be
trained here.

Unit 3: Transformations, Filters,
Texture and Gesture
Transformations
Direct Link: http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/manipulated-intermediate/3/

Filters
Direct Link: http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/manipulated-intermediate/4/

Texture
Direct Link: http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/manipulated-intermediate/5/

Gesture
Direct Link: http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/manipulated-intermediate/6/
This unit comprises four pages on the EARS 2 website (see
above). The page ‘Transformation’ functions as the introduction
and the three following pages (‘Filters’, ‘Texture’ and ‘Gesture’)
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provide the content for the main part of the lesson. The pupils
will be introduced to different ways of transforming sound using
sound manipulation and basic composition techniques. This unit
will prepare the pupils for the composition task at the end of the
project.

Unit 4: Composing with Textures and Gestures
Direct Link: http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/manipulated-intermediate/7/
This unit links the learning outcomes of the previous units into a
practical task. While the website focuses especially on tips of how
to create textures and gestures, the teacher’s pack will provide a
composition activity at the end.

Options for Cross-Curricular Teaching
Within the pack, there are options to explore some aspects of sound transformations
together with the art department of your school. The most obvious point for collaborations
would be when the pages, ‘Textures’ and ‘Gestures’ are introduced. Pupils could create
collages made of different material and then compose a piece of music for it. Alternatively, two
classes could work together: one class could make collages and the other class could compose
the music, and vice versa.
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Unit 1

Modes of Listening
Summary
Direct Link:
http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/manipulated-intermediate/1/

This module introduces and trains two
different ways of listening: Contextual
Listening, listening for the source and cause
of a sound, and Musical Listening, listening
to the musical properties of a sound.

Aim
This unit aims to make pupils aware that
there is more than one way of listening to
sounds and music. This will enable the
pupils to actively choose which way to
listen to music and sounds, which will
prepare them for a better appreciation of
acousmatic music.

Preparation
Plan time to train your own listening
(approximately a week before the
lesson).
Check whether the website and sound
on your computer are working properly.
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Resources
See ‘Standard Resources’ in
Introduction
Time: 40 minutes
Prerequisites:
See ‘Standard Prerequisites’ in
Introduction

Links to
National Curriculum
As this unit focuses on developing listening
strategies to enhance the appreciation of
sound-based music, this unit links
especially to the first and third aim of the
National Curriculum, to “[…] listen to,
review and evaluate music [and sounds]
across a range of historical periods, genres,
styles and traditions […].” Also, to
“understand and explore how music is
created, produced and communicated,
[…] including through the inter-related
dimensions: pitch, duration, dynamics,
tempo, timbre, texture, structure […]”.
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Learning Outcomes
By the end of the lesson, the pupils will have developed differentiated listening skills.
All will be able to listen to musical properties of sounds (musical listening) and identify sound
sources (contextual listening).
Most will be able to decide which approach to listening to employ when listening to sounds.
Some will be able to categorise a selection of sounds based on their musical properties.

Teacher’s Tips
Start training yourself about a week before you are going to teach this unit in class.
Whenever you have a spare moment, try to listen to the sources and then to the
properties of the sounds you hear. Reflect on the development of your listening
skills. By training yourself in advance, you will be able to share your experience
regarding the enhancement of your listening skills with your pupils.
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Step-by-Step Procedure
1. Start the lesson with an ‘Ear Cleaning’ exercise: cover your ears with the
palm of your hands for 60 seconds, then uncover and listen to your sonic
Introduction
environment for 20 seconds. Discuss what you have heard.
If needed, prompt your pupils with any sounds that you heard.
Answers will most likely focus on sounds in the classroom (for example, the hum of the
projector, the ticking of the clock, the tapping of a pupil who realised that everyone is
listening, the squeaking of a chair, footsteps outside, etc.). Some pupils will hear their
heartbeat and the noise of the blood flowing in their vessels when they close their ears.
Pupils will only mention sound sources at this stage and not focus on musical properties of
the sounds.
2. In order to unlock the skill to listen to the musical properties, introduce the content on the
website. You could either summarise the content of the page, or go through it step by step on
the white board.
3. Hover the mouse cursor over the fire engine graphic and discuss what the pupils hear. Can
they hear the different pitches of the siren? Can they hear the rhythm of the changing pitches?

Main

4. Divide your class into small groups (up to four pupils) to complete the
activity on the page ‘Listening to Sounds’. Do not split the sounds between
the groups; it is part of the listening training that all pupils listen to all sounds.

5. Encourage repeated listening and discussion with their group partners wherever possible.

Plenary

6. Discuss the experience with the pupils: Did they enjoy that process? Did
they discover anything new?

7. Repeat Step 1 and record the differences of listening. Ask the pupils about the different
pitches, rhythms and timbres they heard.
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Time for
Reflection

As the pupils learn a new skill in this lesson, reflection should take place
during the week. Therefore, it is suggested to give the pupils the task to use
musical listening for at least one minute per day, every day for the following

week.
In the development process of listening training in schools, as part of the prototype testing of
this curriculum, the pupils came back reporting that they had experienced their environment
in a completely different way.
See ‘Assessment’ for further use of this reflection.

Extended Learning Activity
Discuss with the pupils a list of sounds they can hear every day. Ask them to discuss the
musical properties of the sounds (pitch, rhythm, duration, etc. as learned in the Beginners’
Project: Manipulated Sounds). Afterwards, group the sounds into three different categories:
• Pitch-dominated (for example, bird song).
• Rhythm-dominated (for example, a trolley going over cobble stones).
• Timbre-dominated (for example, an aeroplane).
Some sounds will fit into more than one category. You can either double them up or decide
with the class what the most striking property of that sound is.

Assessment
An assessment in the form of a multiple choice quiz is available online by clicking on the
button ‘Assessment’.
However, you could think of using a more continuous form of assessment over the next week:
during the week, when the pupils are doing their minute of listening per day, encourage your
pupils to also complete a listening diary. This will intensify their listening experience and
record their progress. Ask them to write down the sound - sound source - musical properties
(for example: Bird song - Bird - variation in pitch). You can then continue working with these
lists in the following weeks. Make space in your lesson for the pupils to report back on the
coolest, oddest or most pleasant sounds they heard, and what the musical properties of these
sounds are that make it so.
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Unit 2

Guided Listening:
“Basketball Glitch”
Summary
Direct Link:
http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/manipulated-intermediate/2/

The listening room introduces a piece of
music featuring the sounds of a basketball
game. The piece moves from recognisable
sounds to sounds that feature musical
listening. Both listening modes that have
been acquired in the first unit can be
trained here.

Aim
This unit guides pupils through the
listening process of a piece of music, with
the aim to unlock the musical properties of
the sounds within a musical piece. Pupils
will train their listening skills within an
artistic context rather than just listening to
single sounds.
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Resources
See ‘Standard Resources’ in Introduction
Time: 20 minutes
Prerequisites:
See ‘Standard Prerequisites’ in
Introduction section of Unit 1.

Preparation
Make sure that the sound works, and
that all pupils have a pair of headphones.

Links to
National Curriculum
As this unit follows on from the previous
unit, it also links to the first and third aims
of the National Curriculum (see ‘Unit 1’).
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Learning Outcomes
By the end of this unit, the pupils will have strengthened their listening skills acquired in the
previous unit. They will be able to follow the change of listening strategies that they have to
use in the process of listening to a piece of music.

Teacher’s Tips
Bring in a basketball and listen to the different sounds that you can make by
bouncing it on the floor, the wall or the ceiling. What happens if you scrape the
ball with your fingernails? What is the sound your hand makes when it touches the
ball using different basketball techniques (dribbling, throwing, catching, etc.)?

11
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Step-by-Step Procedure
1. If you have followed the suggested assessment of Unit 1, look at the lists
of sounds the pupils have collected during their week of listening. Let the
Introduction
pupils introduce their favourite sounds and then discuss which musical
properties made these sounds interesting.
2. Introduce that you will be listening to a piece of music featuring basketball sounds. With
the pupils discuss about the sounds of a basketball game.
3. Let each pupil individually listen to the piece.

Main

4. Afterwards, ask them for their initial responses to the following
questions:

? Did you use contextual listening (listening to the source)?
? Did you use musical listening (listening to the properties of sounds)?
? When did you change your listening mode in the piece?
? Did you change it more than once?

Plenary

Time for
Reflection

5. Listen to the piece again, this time from the whiteboard at the front of
the classroom. Stop whenever questions appear on the screen and answer
them with the pupils. (A copy of the text on screen can be found below.)
Discuss: Are there situations in life where you switch from one listening
mode to another?

Extended Learning Activity
None

Assessment
Assessment takes place verbally during the discussion of the piece.
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Unit 3

Sound Transformations 1
Summary
This unit comprises of four pages on the
EARS 2 website (see below). The page
‘Transformation’
functions
as
the
introduction, and the three following pages
‘Filters’, ‘Texture’ and ‘Gesture’, provide
the content for the main part of the lesson.
The pupils will be introduced to different
ways of transforming sound using sound
manipulation and basic composition
techniques. This unit will prepare the
pupils for the composition task at the end
of the project.
As this unit spans over two lessons of 60
minutes (or pro rata adapted to your
timetable), it is suggested that you spend
approximately 30 minutes on each page.
However, the introduction may take less
time, which would allow you to spend
more time on the practical task during the
introduction of filters.

Resources
See ‘Standard Resources’ in Introduction
Time: Two lessons of 60 minutes
Prerequisites:
See ‘Standard Prerequisites’ in
Introduction and basic knowledge of
reading a spectrogram. The spectrogram
has been introduced in the Beginners’
Project, however you might want to
refresh your knowledge.

Aim
This unit aims to introduce the idea of
transformations of sounds as a musical
element in composition. It will introduce
transformations in general and then
provide more details, specifically for filters,
textures and gestures, alongside activities
for the pupils.

Direct Links:
http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/manipulated-intermediate/3/
(Transformation - Introduction)

Preparation

http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/manipulated-intermediate/4/
(Filters)

None

http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/manipulated-intermediate/5/
(Texture)
http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/manipulated-intermediate/6/
(Gesture)
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Links to National Curriculum
This unit links especially to the third aim of the National Curriculum, to “understand and
explore how music is created, produced and communicated, including through the
inter-related dimensions: pitch, duration, dynamics, tempo, timbre, texture, structure and
appropriate musical notation”.

Learning Outcomes
By the end of this unit:
All pupils will be able to explain that it is possible to transform sound using filters, creating
textures and gestures.
Most pupils will be able to listen for transformations and use them within a composition.
Some pupils will be able to apply the most appropriate transformations to a given sound and

Teacher’s Tips
To explain the principle of filtering to pupils, you can compare it with a sieve. When
placing sand into a sieve, we keep the larger grains within the sieve and the smaller
grains will go through the holes. When sending a sound through a filter (as in
applying a filter to a sound), it is the same.
The various filters each represent a sieve with differently shaped holes.
The low-pass Filter will sieve out all high frequencies and keep the lower ones; the
high-pass Filter will sieve out all the lower frequencies and keep the higher ones.
The band-pass Filter focuses on one specific area of sound to be retained (there are
filters with multiple bands as well) and a band-reject filter gets rid of a narrow
frequency range of the input sound. According to which filter/sieve you send your
sound to, it will result in a different audible experience.
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Step-by-Step Procedure
Introduction

1. Start with the page ‘Transformation’ by going through it step-by-step on
the electronic white board (or with the help of a projector). Listen to the
sound examples, and after each one, discuss the pupils’ listening experience.

2. Introduce the activity given at the end of the page by choosing two sounds that are
different in their properties (for example, a car and bird song). Instead of focusing on the
differences, think about the similarities of the two sounds. How could you transform one into
the other? Try this with the Compose with Sounds session file which you can download at
the bottom of the Transformation page.

Main

3. Make a transition to the next part by saying, “Now it is time to introduce
some functions and composition techniques in more detail. There will be time to try
out each one in due course.”

4. Let the pupils work through the page ‘Filters’ in their own time. Make sure they are
listening to the sound examples, because they are vital for understanding the different
functions of filters.
5. If there is time, let the pupils try out the filter effect on Compose with Sounds.
5. Discuss with the pupils the different functions of filters.
Plenary

? Which types of filters are available?
? Why would we use filters?
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Time for
Reflection

? In which situations might you like to filter sounds?
(Possible Answer: In music production when there is a peak - a
high frequency with which loudspeakers cannot cope, resulting
in a clipping sound - or in live recordings to filter out coughs and
sneezes - those would be very sophisticated filters).
In creative music making, filters are used to provide a sound with
a different shape or colour.

Extended Learning Activity
Compose a piece of music (30 seconds) that only uses different types of filters.

Assessment
This task leads up to Unit 4 - Composing a piece with textures and gestures. There will be an
assessment in the form of a multiple choice quiz at the end of this unit (after ‘Gestures’ have
been introduced).
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Unit 3

Sound Transformations 2
Aim
This part of the unit introduces the
difference between texture and gesture
and how you can use both to create a more
sophisticated composition.

Resources
See ‘Standard Resources’ in Introduction.
Materials with different textures (see
‘Preparation’)
Beeping timer (stop watch, alarm
clock, etc.)

Preparation

Time: One lesson of 60 minutes

Collect materials that feel different
(cardboard, structured wall paper,
different types of fabric, a bowl of rice,
peas, or grains) and bring them to the
lesson. You could also ask your pupils at
the end of the previous lesson to bring
some material. Always take a few spares
along, just in case they forget or bring
material that is too similar to each other.
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Step-by-Step Procedure
This is the second part of Unit 3 and will focus on texture and gesture.

Introduction

1. Introduce the content of the lesson: “After having looked at
transformations and filters in the last lesson, today, we will look at two
techniques to use when composing music – textures and gestures.”

2. Explain the basic outline of the lesson:
After starting together, pupils will work mainly on their own or in pairs on their computers.
They will get a timed task and, at the end, the class will discuss what they have learned.
3. What is texture?
Make the material you or your pupils brought in available for the pupils to touch. Devise
together a list of words to describe what textures they felt - if you get stuck, take the list given
under ‘Teacher’s Tips’. Establish that different materials have got different textures. You can
also create different textures by using sounds.
4. Give pupils time to work through the website ‘Texture’. Put a timer on 10
minutes (adapt if your overall time is shorter) and when it beeps do the
Main
activity on the page with the class. You can use the list of words the pupils
devised at the beginning of the lesson, to describe how the textures sounded.
5. The class should then move on to the next page, ‘Gestures’. As this concept is more
theoretical than textures, it might be a good idea to do this together with the class on the
white board.
6. What is a gesture?
A gesture is a defined movement. You can compare it to hand gestures - they start and stop,
and in between starting and stopping, there is movement. You can do the same in music.
Work step by step with the class through the page ‘Gestures’ and do the activity that has been
made available on the page.
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7. Discuss the difference between texture and gesture.
Plenary

?

How can you combine texture and gesture to create an
interesting piece of music?

Think of examples where you can hear textures or gestures in the real
world. An example for textures could be the dawn chorus or distant traffic
Time for
Reflection
noise; an example for gesture could be a bird flying away (the sound of
flapping wings that starts suddenly and disappears again), or a single car driving by.

Extended Learning Activity
Compose a 30-second-long texture that changes over time.
Compose two different gestures.
This could provide material for the composition task of the final unit of this project.

Assessment
This task leads up to Unit 4 - Composing a piece with Textures and Gestures. There will be
an assessment in the form of a multiple choice quiz at the end of this unit (after ‘Gestures’
have been introduced).

Teacher’s Tips
Help your pupils with words they can use to describe textures. Words that can be
used are: rough, soft, smooth, crushed, sleek, hard, crushed, scraping, grainy,
grating, sandy, fine, grinding, coarse, sharp, uneven, even, etc.
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Unit 4

Composing with
Gestures and Textures
Summary
Direct Link:
http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/manipulated-intermediate/7/

This unit links the learning outcomes of the
previous units into a practical task. While
the website focuses especially on tips of
how to create textures and gestures, the
teacher’s pack will provide a composition
activity at the end.

Resources
See ‘Standard Resources’ in Introduction
Time: One lesson of 60 minutes
(It is possible to stretch it out to 2
lessons by allowing more time for the
composition process.)
Prerequisites:
See ‘Standard Prerequisites’ in the
Introduction sections of Units 1-3.

Aim
The aim of this unit is to connect
previously learned information into a
practical task. Therefore, the composition
task will include working with textures and
gestures.

Preparation
Inspirational items
Have the link for ‘Transformation Help
File’ ready.
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Links to
National Curriculum
This unit links especially to the second aim
outlined in the National Curriculum, “[…]
to create and compose music on their own
and with others, […] use technology
appropriately and have the opportunity to
progress to the next level of musical
excellence”.
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Learning Outcomes
All pupils will have experimented with Compose with Sounds by combining gestural and
textural sounds.
Most pupils will have a finished composition using transformations to construct more
sophisticated textures and gestures.
Some pupils will have a finished composition that makes use of automation in the
development and creation of dynamic evolving textures and dramatic gestures.

Teacher’s Tips
Have a few inspirational items, such as some of the material brought in, to explain
texture and the list of words created to describe different textures.
Look up the help file for Compose with Sounds Automation. Have it ready in case
pupils ask for it.
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Step-by-Step Procedure
(including Questions to ask the Class)
Introduction

1. Together with the class, work through the first two paragraphs on the
website ‘Creating Textures’ and ‘Creating Gestures’, in order to catch up on
the previous lesson and to prepare the class for the composition task.

2. Pupils should now open a library of their choice on Compose with Sounds, Template Level 2.
3. Give each pupil time to choose 10 sounds they would like to use for texture and 5 they
would like to use for gestures.
4. Task: Compose a piece that features textures and gestures. It should not
be longer than one minute and should make use of at least one texture and
Main
one gesture. More sophisticated pieces will feature different textures and
gestures. Outstanding pieces will use automation to create more dynamic gestures and
textures.

Plenary

5. Listen to pieces and let the pupils describe their composition process:
Why have they chosen these sounds? How did they create the textures?
Which gestures did they use and why?
Think about criteria that made some of the pieces better than others.

Time for
Reflection
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Extended Learning Activity
Swap your piece with your neighbour and try to make it even better by adding new textures
and gestures. Make sure you keep a copy of your original composition file. Listen to how your
neighbour has worked with your composition and provide constructive feedback.

Assessment
When listening to each other’s pieces, pupils should peer review each other’s work with the
2 stars and a wish method:
• 2 stars = Single out two ideas or aspects that you liked about the piece.
• A wish = Give constructive feedback on an area where the piece could be improved
(start the sentence with “I wish…”).
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To find out about pricing and purchasing visit:
http://www.ears2.dmu.ac.uk/store
For more information about other packs:
http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/teacherspacks
website: http://www.ears2.dmu.ac.uk

